Tajik Mine Detector Dog Project
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A Team Effort

Canadian Government
   – Main Donor

German Government
   – Technical support, MDC Manager

TMAC/UNDP
   – Initiation of project
   – Financial support
   – Coordination

Afghan Mine Dog Center
   – Training Support

OSCE
   – Financial Support
   – Donor facilitation
   – Donor coordination

FSD
   – Operational Deployment
   – Donor coordination

Tajik MoD
   – MDC grounds
   – Personnel
Organizational Chart

Utilization of Mine Detector Dogs

- Area Reduction of suspected Mined Area.
- Verification/discreditation of a Suspected Mined Area.
- Delineation of extent of Verified Mined Area.
- Support/follow-up for Ground Preparation machines.
Result 2006

Clearance activity. 2004 - 2006

- MDD
- Manual

Year:
- 2004: 56900
- 2005: 129156
- 2006: 173442

Total:
- MDD: 493412
- Manual: 359498
- 3M/6Tm: 133914
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